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mackinnon s study of wuhan during its service as china s

wartime capital not only fills an important gap in the history of

china s war with japan but enriches this history through an

artful combination of military political social and cultural

perspectives edward mccord author of the power of the gun

the emergence of chinese warlordism the story of the

practical joke that fooled american radio listeners and made

orson welles famous most of the works on the crises of the

1930s and especially the munich agreement in 1938 were

written when it was virtually impossible to gain access to the

relevant archive collections on both sides of the iron curtain
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this text studies the czechoslovak german crisis and its

impact from previously neglected perspectives and celebrates

the post cold war openness by bringing in new evidence from

hitherto inaccessible archives re creating the consciousness

of america from 1938 1941 the borrowed years skillfully

mingles the personal with the cataclysmic it begins with a

new generation of journalists murrow shirer severeid bringing

us the faraway voices of men named chamberlain churchill

and hitler and tellsolationism and the woeful weakness of the

u s military during that borrowed time when america lost its

innocence 20 photographs and 5 maps dotyczy m in polski

the riveting history of the famous war of the worlds broadcast

by orson welles detailed account of this historic broadcast

from a national as well as a personal perspective lavishly

illustrated first book to describe the war of the worlds

phenomenon within the context of the world events of that

time the 1938 orson welles broadcast of the war of the worlds

was a landmark in the history of entertainment sparking

public hysteria in america and a series of broadcasts around
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the world that elicited similar responses this book examines

all aspects of the historic broadcast in depth including

fascination with mars h g wells novel orson welles and the

making of the broadcast initial reactions and the resulting fog

of war anxieties underlying the panic and the aftermath

additional chapters look at later broadcasts in the united

states brazil elsewhere in latin america and portugal and

address the likelihood that a similar panic could happen again

the howard koch original script of the 1938 the war of the

worlds radio broadcast is included includes pictures explains

the appeasement of the nazis in czechoslovakia and austria

and reactions to it includes online resources and a

bibliography for further reading includes a table of contents

my good friends the mustached bony man with thick

eyebrows and large strong teeth somewhat reminiscent of

those of a horse shouted to the crowds from the second floor

window of his house at 10 downing street this is the second

time in our history that there has come back to downing

street from germany peace with honor i believe it is peace for
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our time mcdonough 1998 70 the man addressing the crowd

british prime minister neville chamberlain had just returned

from the heart of nazi germany following negotiations with

adolf hitler and the crowd gathered outside the english leader

s house on september 30 1938 greeted these ringing words

with grateful cheers the piece of paper chamberlain flourished

exultantly seemed to offer permanent amity and goodwill

between democratic britain and totalitarian germany in it

britain agreed to allow hitler s third reich to absorb the

sudeten regions of czechoslovakia without interference from

either england or france and since high percentages of ethnic

germans often more than 50 locally inhabited these regions

hitler s demand for this territory seemed somewhat

reasonable to chamberlain and his supporters with germany

resurgent and rearmed after the disasters inflicted on it by the

treaty of versailles following world war i the pact known as

the munich agreement held out hope of a quick end to

german ambitions and the return of stable normal

international relations across europe of course the munich
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agreement is now notorious because its promise proved

barren within a very short period of time chamberlain s

actions either failed to avert or actually hastened the very

cataclysm he wished to avoid at all costs the munich

agreement of 1938 effectively signed away czechoslovakia s

independence to hitler s hungry new third reich and within

two years most of the world found itself plunged into a

conflict which made a charnelhouse of europe and left

somewhere between 60 80 million people dead globally many

people hailed chamberlain s success at defusing nazi

aggression by handing over czechoslovakia tamely to hitler s

control but others remained dubious edouard daladier the

french prime minister later told amery that he turned up his

coat collar to protect his face from rotten eggs when he

arrived in paris gilbert 1963 179 180 a foreign office man

orme sargent was disgusted and he later said bitterly for all

the fun and cheers you might think they were celebrating a

major victory over an enemy instead of merely the betrayal of

a minor ally gilbert 1963 180 winston churchill the deal s
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most famous critic bitterly remarked england has been offered

a choice between war and shame she has chosen shame

and will get war munich is widely reviled today and is held up

as the epitome of appeasement but historians still debate its

effects on the second world war as well as neville

chamberlain s character and motivations some believe the

attempted appeasement of nazi germany hastened or even

caused the mayhem occupying the next seven years others

believe that the pact merely failed to alter war s inevitable

arrival in either direction historians and authors alternately

interpret chamberlain as a bumbling arrogant fool a strong

willed statesman who simply miscalculated the nature of hitler

and nazi germany or even a man with dictatorial ambitions

surreptitiously inserting himself into the fuhrer s orbit and

prevented from further damaging democracy only by his fall

and death from bowel cancer another possible interpretation

with considerable documentary support asserts chamberlain

wished to enlist germany s aid against the state most

europeans perceived as the true threat of the era the soviet
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union on september 30 1938 british prime minister neville

chamberlain flew back to london from his meeting in munich

with german chancellor adolf hitler as he disembarked from

the aircraft he held aloft a piece of paper which contained the

promise that britain and germany would never go to war with

one another again he had returned bringing peace with

honour peace for our time drawing on a wealth of archival

material acclaimed historian david faber delivers a sweeping

reassessment of the extraordinary events of 1938 tracing the

key incidents leading up to the munich conference and its

immediate aftermath lord halifax s ill fated meeting with hitler

chamberlain s secret discussions with mussolini and the

berlin scandal that rocked hitler s regime he takes us to

vienna to the sudentenland and to prague in berlin we

witness hitler inexorably preparing for war even in the face of

opposition from his own generals in london we watch as

chamberlain makes one supreme effort after another to

appease hitler resonating with an insider s feel for the

political infighting faber uncovers munich 1938 transports us
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to the war rooms and bunkers revealing the covert

negotiations and scandals upon which the world s fate would

rest it is modern history writing at its best this volume s

sixteen essays and documentary section are devoted to an

analysis and assessment of the age of total war s

significance in hungarian history distinguished scholars of

several generations whose specialties range across hungary

s political military cultural and diplomatic histories have

contributed to this most comprehensive understanding of the

tumultuous events of 1938 1948 the period many rightly

regard a fateful decade in hungary and eastern europe the

original manuscript used for the notorious 1938 mercury

theatre broadcast of the war of the worlds this book includes

notes and changes to the script marked by the broadcast s

director and narrator orson welles the script was adapted

from the h g wells novel by howard e koch co writer of

casablanca and follows the chilling tale of an alien invasion of

earth that threatens to destroy humanity questions crucial to

the development and outcome of ww2 are a blind spot in the
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conventional wisdom on and histories of ww2 why did japan

invade china and what difference did it make to ww2 japan

intended to invade siberia ussr at the time of operation

barbarossa but attacked pearl harbor instead what made

japan change its target what saved russia ussr from having to

fight and being defeated in a 2 front war against germany

and japan at the same time in ww2 japan s attack on pearl

harbor forced the us to join the war against japan and

germany in ww2 what made japan attack the us pearl harbor

instead of the ussr siberia this saved the ussr from having to

fight a 2 front war and it forced the us into joining china the

british and the ussr in the war against japan and germany

this decided the final alignment of belligerents in ww2 which

ultimately decided the result of ww2 taierzhuang 1938

stalingrad 1942 provides an insight into the blind spot in

histories of world war 2 the sino japanese war lance olsen

addresses the elephant in the room in histories of ww2

focusing on the battle of taierzhuang japan contrived the

mukden incident to invade china in september 1931 starting
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the war in asia germany contrived the gleiwitz incident to

invade poland in september 1939 starting the war in europe

in a desperate bid to break the stalemate in china japan

extended the sino japanese war into the greater east asia

war by attacking british and us territories in east asia and the

pacific including pearl harbor in december 1941 merging the

wars in asia and europe into a worldwide war of axis versus

allies this book puts it all into perspective in ww2 the basis of

british and us strategy was europe first or germany first but

the elementary factor of the victory of the allied powers

against the axis powers was attrition first deliberately applied

at taierzhuang the major portion of japan s military might was

consumed in china and similarly later the major portion of

germany s military might was consumed in russia the nanjing

massacre in china foreshadowed the holocaust in europe

japan had its kill all burn all and loot all policy in its holy war

seisen in china germany had its einsatzgruppen death

squads in its operation barbarossa in russia japan was

waging holy war by divine commandment in invading china
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hence the use of terror for example the rape of nanjing and

suicide bombing kamikaze attacks again this book puts it all

into perspective however stalingrad is often pointed out as

the turning point of world war 2 but taierzhuang 1938 the

model for stalingrad 1942 is in the blind spot of ww2 histories

this book provides a detailed insight into the battle of

taierzhuang how a hodgepodge of troops inferior in almost

every aspect crushed elite divisions of crack troops superior

in logistics training equipment and weaponry it points out the

startling similarity in the modus operandi for victory between it

and the battle of stalingrad 41 2 years late september 1938

hitler is poised to send his troops into czechoslovakia which

is expected to lead to a wider european war his generals are

poised to remove him from power when he orders war but

somehow none of these things took place instead in an

extraordinary series of betrayals and three dramatic nail biting

diplomatic summits the british and french gave hitler

everything he asked for the second world war was averted

but only for a year david boyle s gripping hour by hour
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account tells the story as it seemed at the time so that we

can make up our own minds about the controversial and

probably naive decision by prime minister neville chamberlain

to fly to germany three times to meet hitler and to bring back

what he believed was peace for our time munich 1938

prelude to war relates the tale of the huge efforts by

appeasers and anti appeasers like halifax and churchill the

diplomats translators and spies and the heroic plotters who

were hoping to assassinate hitler before it was too late we

may never agree about what we think now about the munich

conference whether it was betrayal or breathing space before

war but we can hear the story and learn from it so that we

never make the same mistakes again hitler and his generals

was first published in 1974 minnesota archive editions uses

digital technology to make long unavailable books once again

accessible and are published unaltered from the original

university of minnesota press editions the author who told the

story of second of four conspiratorial rounds in his earlier

book the conspiracy against hitler in the twilight war
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describes here the situations and events leading up to the

first round of conspiracy the present volume deals with the

virtual coup d etat by which hitler sought to establish

ascendancy over the wehrmacht early in 1938 the account

focuses on sensational events centering about hitler s

successful efforts to oust field marshal werner von blomberg

the war minister and colonel general baron von fritsch the

army commander in chief in order to consolidate control of

the military in his own hands using as an excuse blomberg s

marriage to a woman with a discreditable past he forced

blomberg s resignation he accomplished fritsch s resignation

through charges of homosexuality which were trumped up by

himmler heydrich and goering he then appointed colonel

general walther von brauchitsch who was under personal

obligation to him as commander in chief through these moves

as dr deutsch shows hitler closed the door to all means other

than conspiracy for the active opposition movement to

express itself against his aggressive policies the story of the

first round of conspiracy will be the subject of another book
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by professor deutsch to be published later in september 1938

hitler had been in power for more than five years and had

abrogated most of the constraints placed on german

militarism by the treaty of versailles earlier that year he had

forced austria into his third reich without a single shot fired

and his sights were set on czechoslovakia it was in this

climate that a coup was born led by lieutenant colonel hans

oster of german military leaders members of the berlin police

local troop commanders civil authorities religious leaders and

a courageous group of resisters who assembled in a mission

to unseat and even kill hitler the oster conspiracy of 1938

mines the cultural and political milieu of post wwi europe the

forces and personal histories that motivated the group to

such decisive and dangerous action and the catalyst of their

ultimate failure this is narrative history at its best revelatory

well documented with archival material people with a rich cast

of characters fast paced and highly provocative this book

examines the development of wartime culture in the city of

guilin guangxi province in southwestern china during a major
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part of the country s war of resistance against japanese

invasion between 1938 and 1944 this study challenges

existing historiography on china s wartime culture at three

levels first the guangxi warlord group played a crucial role in

maintaining regional security providing a liberalized political

environment for wartime cultural activities and facilitating

wartime nationalist communist relations at both local and

national levels second wartime culture was more literary than

political and it reflected a powerful intellectual vigor that was

an indispensable component of china s war efforts

intellectuals of different social and political backgrounds were

their own organic selves feeling no pressure to come to

intellectual consensus in literary production third wartime

culture was characterized by the active participation of many

international groups political organizations and foreign

individuals the literary works produced in guilin between 1938

and 1944 clearly reflected a combination of chinese national

and international anti fascist and anti military sentiment

chinese literary masterpieces were translated into different
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foreign languages and noted foreign literature and political

works were introduced to chinese audiences through various

cultural and political exchange programs in the city a

sweeping groundbreaking epic that combines military with

social history to illuminate the ways in which great britain and

its people were permanently transformed by the second world

war here is the many faceted world historically significant

story of britain at war in looking closely at the military and

political dimensions of the conflict s first crucial years alan

allport tackles questions such as could the war have been

avoided could it have been lost were the strategic decisions

the rights ones how well did the british organize and fight

how well did the british live up to their own values what

difference did the war make in the end to the fate of the

nation in answering these and other essential questions he

focuses on the human contingencies of the war weighing

directly at the roles of individuals and the outcomes

determined by luck or chance moreover he looks intimately at

the changes in wartime british society and culture britain at
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bay draws on a large cast of characters from the leading

statesmen and military commanders who made the decisions

to the ordinary men women and children who carried them

out and lived through their consequences in a

comprehensible and compelling single history of forty six

million people for better or worse much of britain today is

ultimately the product of the experiences of 1938 1941 this

unique book offers the first comprehensive overview and

analysis of world war ii in the often neglected region of

northern europe lying between germany and the soviet union

namely poland hungary czechoslovakia the baltic states and

finland on returning from germany on 30 september 1938

after his agreement with hitler on the carve up of

czechoslovakia neville chamberlain addressed the british

crowds my good friends i believe it is peace for our time we

thank you from the bottom of our hearts go home and get a

nice quiet sleep winston churchill commented you have

chosen dishonour and you will have war p e caquet s history

of the events leading to the munich agreement and its
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aftermath is told for the first time from the point of view of the

peoples of czechoslovakia basing his account on countless

previously unexamined sources including czechoslovakian

press memoirs private journals military plans parliamentary

records film and radio caquet presents one of the most

shameful episodes in modern european history in a tragic

new shape among its his most explosive revelations is the

strength of the french and czechoslovak forces before munich

germany s dominance turns out to have been an illusion the

case for appeasement never existed the czechoslovakian

authorities were cassandras in their own country the only

ones who could see hitler s threat for what it was in caquet s

devastating account their doomed struggle against extinction

and the complacency of their notional allies finally gets the

memorial it deserves the invasion of poland by german forces

quickly joined by their then allies the soviets ignited the

second world war despite determined resistance poland was

quickly conquered but poles continued the struggle to the

very last day of the war against germany resisting the
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occupier within their homeland and fighting in exile with the

allied forces evan mcgilvray drawing on intensive research in

polish sources gives a comprehensive account of poland s

war he reveals the complexities of poland s relationship with

the allies forced to accept their soviet enemies as allies after

1941 then betrayed to soviet occupation in the post war

settlement as well as the divisions between polish factions

that led to civil war even before the defeat of germany the

author narrates all the fighting involving polish forces

including such famous actions as the battle of britain tobruk

normandy arnhem and the warsaw rising but also lesser

known aspects such as kopinski s carpathian brigade in italy

polish troops under soviet command and the capture of

wilhelmshaven on the last day of the war it was an ordinary

night in october 1938 when cbs radio issued an alarming

report aliens from the planet mars had invaded new jersey

goggle eyed martians and radio listeners abound as megan

mccarthy hilariously uncovers the true story of the war of the

worlds broadcast the halloween prank that duped more than
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a million americans a lighthearted but well researched

glimpse into one of our country s quirkier collective moments

an ala alsc notable children s book an ira cbc children s

choice a school library journal best book of the year and a

starred kirkus reviews full color illustrations this study looks at

the first three years of the chinese communists new fourth

army between the late spring of 1938 and january 1941 the

new fourth army was no outgrowth or faithful copy of the

senior and better known eighth route army but a body with its

own origins and history and with original features that make it

highly interesting for historians this distinctiveness derived

mainly from the background in the three year war 1934 1937

of the communist guerrillas left behind in the south who set

up the army but it also owed much to the unique political

military and social environment that the army encountered in

the lower yangtze region where it first joined battle with the

japanese after the wannan incident of january 1941 in which

its headquarters were destroyed the new fourth army began

to look increasingly like the eighth route army its more
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typically maoist elder brother in the north the wannan incident

led to a radical reorganisation of its detachments and the

definitive realignment of its politics thus transformed the older

new fourth army engages less for its own intrinsic and

distinctive nature than as a division subject only to

circumstantial variation of the general movement of chinese

communism at war the wannan incident represented a turning

point and in some respects a decisive break in the army s

development and therefore forms a natural climax and finale

to this study a washington post best children s book this book

for young readers explores in riveting detail the false panic

created by the famous war of the worlds radio broadcast from

1938 as well as the repercussions of fake news today on the

night of october 30 1938 thousands of americans panicked

when they believed that martians had invaded earth what

appeared to be breaking news about an alien invasion was in

fact a radio drama based on h g wells s war of the worlds

performed by orson welles and his mercury theatre players

some listeners became angry once they realized they had
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been tricked and the reaction to the broadcast sparked a

national discussion about fake news propaganda and the role

of radio in this compelling nonfiction chapter book gail jarrow

explores the production of the broadcast the aftermath and

the concept of fake news in the media broadcast from new

york s mercury theatre in 1938 this infamous radio play

based on the novel by h g wells had many terrified listeners

convinced that an actual alien invasion of earth was taking

place adapted by howard e koch co writer of casablanca and

directed and narrated by orson welles this original script

detailing the frightening tale of an extraterrestrial takeover is

now available to bring to life onstage to thrill and chill

audiences september 1938 in power more than five years

hitler unilaterally dismantled the treaty of versailles provision

by provision daring britain and france to stand up to him

earlier that year he forced austria into his third reich without

firing a single shot now his sights were set on czechoslovakia

it was in this dangerous climate that the first anti nazi coup

was born the plot was spearheaded by lieutenant colonel
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hans oster and its members included top german military

leaders the berlin police local troop commanders civil

authorities religious leaders and a group of resisters whose

names have been wiped from the pages of history their

mission was to kill hitler and to overthrow the nazi regime

using british and german sources and previously unknown

documents in the military history institute of the u s army war

college historian terry parssinen has documented this

conspiracy illustrated with photographs and maps this highly

provocative work is narrative history at its best exploiting new

findings from former east bloc archives and from long ignored

western sources this book presents a wholly new picture of

the coming of world war ii allied wartime diplomacy and the

origins of the cold war the author reveals that the story widely

believed by historians and western wartime leaders alike that

stalin s purposes in european diplomacy from 1938 on were

mainly defensive is a fantasy indeed this is one of the longest

enduring products of stalin s propaganda of long term political

control of archival materials and of the gullibility of western
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observers the author argues that stalin had concocted a plan

for bringing about a general european war well before hitler

launched his expansionist program for the third reich stalin

expected that hitler s war when it came would lead to the

internal collapse of the warring nations and that military

revolts and proletarian revolutions like those of world war i

would break out in the capitalist countries this scenario

foresaw the embattled proletarians calling for the assistance

of the red army which would sweep across europe the book

further shows that the wartime disputes between stalin and

his western allies originated over the postwar redisposition of

the territories stalin had gained from his pact with hitler the

situation was complicated by the incautious unrestricted

commitment of support to the soviet union first by churchill

and then by roosevelt and wartime circumstances provided

cover to obscure these diplomatic failures the early origins of

the cold war described in this book differ dramatically from

the usual accounts that see a sudden and surprising

upwelling of cold war antagonisms late in the war or early in
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the postwar period a milestone marking a new maturity in

studies of chinese communist history john s service uc

berkeley a milestone marking a new maturity in studies of

chinese communist history john s service uc berkeley first

published in 1938 during world war two german intelligence

deployed spies throughout occupied europe monitoring of

their wireless transmissions fell to a small and secretive unit

manned almost exclusively by volunteers it became known as

the radio security service and was at the core of the signal s

intelligence production effort at bletchley park this

documentary sourcebook of actual u s war plans traces the

nation s political and strategic goals from the contemplation

of war against japan and germany in november of 1938 to

eisenhower s march 1945 plan for the defeat of germany and

the conquest of japan for the first time the major strategic e g

abc 1 and rainbow 5 and operational e g torch husky plan

dog fortitude and cartwheel war plans of the u s military

pertaining to wwii are presented in one volume ross sets

each plan in its strategic and operational context with an
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explanatory and analytical introduction in this highly

interesting book robert zaretsky describes how french men

and women in the department of the gard lived the vichy

regime from day to day it will be most useful to historians of

france but it will also be welcomed by scholars who deal with

the second world war the history of the jews and the history

of religion it might well be used in undergraduate classes as

a case study for popular opinion in modern france patrice

higonnet harvard university vichy will not go away as i write

france is in the throes of the paul touvier affair the touvier

affair is just the most recent expression of what henry rousso

has called the vichy syndrome so begins robert zaretsky s

timely study of everyday life in france during the dark years of

vichy while many studies of vichy france have either focused

on specific lives or ideas or covered the period in broad and

synthetic terms local studies such as this promise to nuance

our understanding of wartime france by concentrating on the

city of n mes and the department of the gard zaretsky moves

beyond generalizations concerning resistance and
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collaboration to consider issues of historical continuity and

change within a specific local context in the words and acts

of local french men and women he finds the character of

mentalities in the heart of our own century the gard is well

chosen as the focus of this study from the sixteenth century

onward the region had been a flash point between warring

catholics and protestants by the early twentieth century that

tension had eased but not disappeared zaretsky examines

the dynamics between local protestant catholic and jewish

communities arguing that with the advent of vichy a regime

that if not clerical was deeply deferential to the catholic

church tension and conflict resurfaced in the gard n mes at

war is based on a wealth of archival materials police and

prefectoral reports official departmental documents local
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Wuhan, 1938

2008-05-21

mackinnon s study of wuhan during its service as china s

wartime capital not only fills an important gap in the history of

china s war with japan but enriches this history through an

artful combination of military political social and cultural

perspectives edward mccord author of the power of the gun

the emergence of chinese warlordism

Aliens are Coming!

2006

the story of the practical joke that fooled american radio

listeners and made orson welles famous

All about History Book of War

2014
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most of the works on the crises of the 1930s and especially

the munich agreement in 1938 were written when it was

virtually impossible to gain access to the relevant archive

collections on both sides of the iron curtain this text studies

the czechoslovak german crisis and its impact from previously

neglected perspectives and celebrates the post cold war

openness by bringing in new evidence from hitherto

inaccessible archives

The Munich Crisis, 1938

2012-10-12

re creating the consciousness of america from 1938 1941 the

borrowed years skillfully mingles the personal with the

cataclysmic it begins with a new generation of journalists

murrow shirer severeid bringing us the faraway voices of men

named chamberlain churchill and hitler and tellsolationism

and the woeful weakness of the u s military during that

borrowed time when america lost its innocence 20
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photographs and 5 maps

The Borrowed Years, 1938-1941

1991

dotyczy m in polski

How War Came

1989

the riveting history of the famous war of the worlds broadcast

by orson welles detailed account of this historic broadcast

from a national as well as a personal perspective lavishly

illustrated first book to describe the war of the worlds

phenomenon within the context of the world events of that

time
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But Still They Come

2018-10

the 1938 orson welles broadcast of the war of the worlds was

a landmark in the history of entertainment sparking public

hysteria in america and a series of broadcasts around the

world that elicited similar responses this book examines all

aspects of the historic broadcast in depth including

fascination with mars h g wells novel orson welles and the

making of the broadcast initial reactions and the resulting fog

of war anxieties underlying the panic and the aftermath

additional chapters look at later broadcasts in the united

states brazil elsewhere in latin america and portugal and

address the likelihood that a similar panic could happen again

the howard koch original script of the 1938 the war of the

worlds radio broadcast is included
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Waging The War of the Worlds

2009-08-28

includes pictures explains the appeasement of the nazis in

czechoslovakia and austria and reactions to it includes online

resources and a bibliography for further reading includes a

table of contents my good friends the mustached bony man

with thick eyebrows and large strong teeth somewhat

reminiscent of those of a horse shouted to the crowds from

the second floor window of his house at 10 downing street

this is the second time in our history that there has come

back to downing street from germany peace with honor i

believe it is peace for our time mcdonough 1998 70 the man

addressing the crowd british prime minister neville

chamberlain had just returned from the heart of nazi germany

following negotiations with adolf hitler and the crowd gathered

outside the english leader s house on september 30 1938

greeted these ringing words with grateful cheers the piece of

paper chamberlain flourished exultantly seemed to offer
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permanent amity and goodwill between democratic britain and

totalitarian germany in it britain agreed to allow hitler s third

reich to absorb the sudeten regions of czechoslovakia without

interference from either england or france and since high

percentages of ethnic germans often more than 50 locally

inhabited these regions hitler s demand for this territory

seemed somewhat reasonable to chamberlain and his

supporters with germany resurgent and rearmed after the

disasters inflicted on it by the treaty of versailles following

world war i the pact known as the munich agreement held out

hope of a quick end to german ambitions and the return of

stable normal international relations across europe of course

the munich agreement is now notorious because its promise

proved barren within a very short period of time chamberlain

s actions either failed to avert or actually hastened the very

cataclysm he wished to avoid at all costs the munich

agreement of 1938 effectively signed away czechoslovakia s

independence to hitler s hungry new third reich and within

two years most of the world found itself plunged into a
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conflict which made a charnelhouse of europe and left

somewhere between 60 80 million people dead globally many

people hailed chamberlain s success at defusing nazi

aggression by handing over czechoslovakia tamely to hitler s

control but others remained dubious edouard daladier the

french prime minister later told amery that he turned up his

coat collar to protect his face from rotten eggs when he

arrived in paris gilbert 1963 179 180 a foreign office man

orme sargent was disgusted and he later said bitterly for all

the fun and cheers you might think they were celebrating a

major victory over an enemy instead of merely the betrayal of

a minor ally gilbert 1963 180 winston churchill the deal s

most famous critic bitterly remarked england has been offered

a choice between war and shame she has chosen shame

and will get war munich is widely reviled today and is held up

as the epitome of appeasement but historians still debate its

effects on the second world war as well as neville

chamberlain s character and motivations some believe the

attempted appeasement of nazi germany hastened or even
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caused the mayhem occupying the next seven years others

believe that the pact merely failed to alter war s inevitable

arrival in either direction historians and authors alternately

interpret chamberlain as a bumbling arrogant fool a strong

willed statesman who simply miscalculated the nature of hitler

and nazi germany or even a man with dictatorial ambitions

surreptitiously inserting himself into the fuhrer s orbit and

prevented from further damaging democracy only by his fall

and death from bowel cancer another possible interpretation

with considerable documentary support asserts chamberlain

wished to enlist germany s aid against the state most

europeans perceived as the true threat of the era the soviet

union

Chronology and Index of the Second

World War, 1938-1945

1990

on september 30 1938 british prime minister neville
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chamberlain flew back to london from his meeting in munich

with german chancellor adolf hitler as he disembarked from

the aircraft he held aloft a piece of paper which contained the

promise that britain and germany would never go to war with

one another again he had returned bringing peace with

honour peace for our time drawing on a wealth of archival

material acclaimed historian david faber delivers a sweeping

reassessment of the extraordinary events of 1938 tracing the

key incidents leading up to the munich conference and its

immediate aftermath lord halifax s ill fated meeting with hitler

chamberlain s secret discussions with mussolini and the

berlin scandal that rocked hitler s regime he takes us to

vienna to the sudentenland and to prague in berlin we

witness hitler inexorably preparing for war even in the face of

opposition from his own generals in london we watch as

chamberlain makes one supreme effort after another to

appease hitler resonating with an insider s feel for the

political infighting faber uncovers munich 1938 transports us

to the war rooms and bunkers revealing the covert
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negotiations and scandals upon which the world s fate would

rest it is modern history writing at its best

The Approach of War, 1938-1939

1967

this volume s sixteen essays and documentary section are

devoted to an analysis and assessment of the age of total

war s significance in hungarian history distinguished scholars

of several generations whose specialties range across

hungary s political military cultural and diplomatic histories

have contributed to this most comprehensive understanding

of the tumultuous events of 1938 1948 the period many

rightly regard a fateful decade in hungary and eastern europe

The Munich Agreement of 1938

2015-04-20

the original manuscript used for the notorious 1938 mercury
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theatre broadcast of the war of the worlds this book includes

notes and changes to the script marked by the broadcast s

director and narrator orson welles the script was adapted

from the h g wells novel by howard e koch co writer of

casablanca and follows the chilling tale of an alien invasion of

earth that threatens to destroy humanity

Munich, 1938

2009-09-01

questions crucial to the development and outcome of ww2

are a blind spot in the conventional wisdom on and histories

of ww2 why did japan invade china and what difference did it

make to ww2 japan intended to invade siberia ussr at the

time of operation barbarossa but attacked pearl harbor

instead what made japan change its target what saved russia

ussr from having to fight and being defeated in a 2 front war

against germany and japan at the same time in ww2 japan s

attack on pearl harbor forced the us to join the war against
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japan and germany in ww2 what made japan attack the us

pearl harbor instead of the ussr siberia this saved the ussr

from having to fight a 2 front war and it forced the us into

joining china the british and the ussr in the war against japan

and germany this decided the final alignment of belligerents

in ww2 which ultimately decided the result of ww2

taierzhuang 1938 stalingrad 1942 provides an insight into the

blind spot in histories of world war 2 the sino japanese war

lance olsen addresses the elephant in the room in histories of

ww2 focusing on the battle of taierzhuang japan contrived the

mukden incident to invade china in september 1931 starting

the war in asia germany contrived the gleiwitz incident to

invade poland in september 1939 starting the war in europe

in a desperate bid to break the stalemate in china japan

extended the sino japanese war into the greater east asia

war by attacking british and us territories in east asia and the

pacific including pearl harbor in december 1941 merging the

wars in asia and europe into a worldwide war of axis versus

allies this book puts it all into perspective in ww2 the basis of
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british and us strategy was europe first or germany first but

the elementary factor of the victory of the allied powers

against the axis powers was attrition first deliberately applied

at taierzhuang the major portion of japan s military might was

consumed in china and similarly later the major portion of

germany s military might was consumed in russia the nanjing

massacre in china foreshadowed the holocaust in europe

japan had its kill all burn all and loot all policy in its holy war

seisen in china germany had its einsatzgruppen death

squads in its operation barbarossa in russia japan was

waging holy war by divine commandment in invading china

hence the use of terror for example the rape of nanjing and

suicide bombing kamikaze attacks again this book puts it all

into perspective however stalingrad is often pointed out as

the turning point of world war 2 but taierzhuang 1938 the

model for stalingrad 1942 is in the blind spot of ww2 histories

this book provides a detailed insight into the battle of

taierzhuang how a hodgepodge of troops inferior in almost

every aspect crushed elite divisions of crack troops superior
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in logistics training equipment and weaponry it points out the

startling similarity in the modus operandi for victory between it

and the battle of stalingrad 41 2 years late

Women who Went to War, 1938-46

1989

september 1938 hitler is poised to send his troops into

czechoslovakia which is expected to lead to a wider

european war his generals are poised to remove him from

power when he orders war but somehow none of these

things took place instead in an extraordinary series of

betrayals and three dramatic nail biting diplomatic summits

the british and french gave hitler everything he asked for the

second world war was averted but only for a year david boyle

s gripping hour by hour account tells the story as it seemed

at the time so that we can make up our own minds about the

controversial and probably naive decision by prime minister

neville chamberlain to fly to germany three times to meet
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hitler and to bring back what he believed was peace for our

time munich 1938 prelude to war relates the tale of the huge

efforts by appeasers and anti appeasers like halifax and

churchill the diplomats translators and spies and the heroic

plotters who were hoping to assassinate hitler before it was

too late we may never agree about what we think now about

the munich conference whether it was betrayal or breathing

space before war but we can hear the story and learn from it

so that we never make the same mistakes again

The Annotated War of the Worlds

2014

hitler and his generals was first published in 1974 minnesota

archive editions uses digital technology to make long

unavailable books once again accessible and are published

unaltered from the original university of minnesota press

editions the author who told the story of second of four

conspiratorial rounds in his earlier book the conspiracy
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against hitler in the twilight war describes here the situations

and events leading up to the first round of conspiracy the

present volume deals with the virtual coup d etat by which

hitler sought to establish ascendancy over the wehrmacht

early in 1938 the account focuses on sensational events

centering about hitler s successful efforts to oust field

marshal werner von blomberg the war minister and colonel

general baron von fritsch the army commander in chief in

order to consolidate control of the military in his own hands

using as an excuse blomberg s marriage to a woman with a

discreditable past he forced blomberg s resignation he

accomplished fritsch s resignation through charges of

homosexuality which were trumped up by himmler heydrich

and goering he then appointed colonel general walther von

brauchitsch who was under personal obligation to him as

commander in chief through these moves as dr deutsch

shows hitler closed the door to all means other than

conspiracy for the active opposition movement to express

itself against his aggressive policies the story of the first
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round of conspiracy will be the subject of another book by

professor deutsch to be published later

Hungary in the Age of Total War

(1938-1948)

1998

in september 1938 hitler had been in power for more than

five years and had abrogated most of the constraints placed

on german militarism by the treaty of versailles earlier that

year he had forced austria into his third reich without a single

shot fired and his sights were set on czechoslovakia it was in

this climate that a coup was born led by lieutenant colonel

hans oster of german military leaders members of the berlin

police local troop commanders civil authorities religious

leaders and a courageous group of resisters who assembled

in a mission to unseat and even kill hitler the oster conspiracy

of 1938 mines the cultural and political milieu of post wwi

europe the forces and personal histories that motivated the
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group to such decisive and dangerous action and the catalyst

of their ultimate failure this is narrative history at its best

revelatory well documented with archival material people with

a rich cast of characters fast paced and highly provocative

The United States and the Far Eastern

Crisis of 1933-1938

1964

this book examines the development of wartime culture in the

city of guilin guangxi province in southwestern china during a

major part of the country s war of resistance against

japanese invasion between 1938 and 1944 this study

challenges existing historiography on china s wartime culture

at three levels first the guangxi warlord group played a crucial

role in maintaining regional security providing a liberalized

political environment for wartime cultural activities and

facilitating wartime nationalist communist relations at both

local and national levels second wartime culture was more
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literary than political and it reflected a powerful intellectual

vigor that was an indispensable component of china s war

efforts intellectuals of different social and political

backgrounds were their own organic selves feeling no

pressure to come to intellectual consensus in literary

production third wartime culture was characterized by the

active participation of many international groups political

organizations and foreign individuals the literary works

produced in guilin between 1938 and 1944 clearly reflected a

combination of chinese national and international anti fascist

and anti military sentiment chinese literary masterpieces were

translated into different foreign languages and noted foreign

literature and political works were introduced to chinese

audiences through various cultural and political exchange

programs in the city

The Annotated War of the Worlds

2014-10-23
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a sweeping groundbreaking epic that combines military with

social history to illuminate the ways in which great britain and

its people were permanently transformed by the second world

war here is the many faceted world historically significant

story of britain at war in looking closely at the military and

political dimensions of the conflict s first crucial years alan

allport tackles questions such as could the war have been

avoided could it have been lost were the strategic decisions

the rights ones how well did the british organize and fight

how well did the british live up to their own values what

difference did the war make in the end to the fate of the

nation in answering these and other essential questions he

focuses on the human contingencies of the war weighing

directly at the roles of individuals and the outcomes

determined by luck or chance moreover he looks intimately at

the changes in wartime british society and culture britain at

bay draws on a large cast of characters from the leading

statesmen and military commanders who made the decisions

to the ordinary men women and children who carried them
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out and lived through their consequences in a

comprehensible and compelling single history of forty six

million people for better or worse much of britain today is

ultimately the product of the experiences of 1938 1941

Taierzhuang 1938 - Stalingrad 1942

2012

this unique book offers the first comprehensive overview and

analysis of world war ii in the often neglected region of

northern europe lying between germany and the soviet union

namely poland hungary czechoslovakia the baltic states and

finland

Munich 1938

2018-04-29

on returning from germany on 30 september 1938 after his

agreement with hitler on the carve up of czechoslovakia
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neville chamberlain addressed the british crowds my good

friends i believe it is peace for our time we thank you from

the bottom of our hearts go home and get a nice quiet sleep

winston churchill commented you have chosen dishonour and

you will have war p e caquet s history of the events leading

to the munich agreement and its aftermath is told for the first

time from the point of view of the peoples of czechoslovakia

basing his account on countless previously unexamined

sources including czechoslovakian press memoirs private

journals military plans parliamentary records film and radio

caquet presents one of the most shameful episodes in

modern european history in a tragic new shape among its his

most explosive revelations is the strength of the french and

czechoslovak forces before munich germany s dominance

turns out to have been an illusion the case for appeasement

never existed the czechoslovakian authorities were

cassandras in their own country the only ones who could see

hitler s threat for what it was in caquet s devastating account

their doomed struggle against extinction and the complacency
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of their notional allies finally gets the memorial it deserves

Civilians at War

1986

the invasion of poland by german forces quickly joined by

their then allies the soviets ignited the second world war

despite determined resistance poland was quickly conquered

but poles continued the struggle to the very last day of the

war against germany resisting the occupier within their

homeland and fighting in exile with the allied forces evan

mcgilvray drawing on intensive research in polish sources

gives a comprehensive account of poland s war he reveals

the complexities of poland s relationship with the allies forced

to accept their soviet enemies as allies after 1941 then

betrayed to soviet occupation in the post war settlement as

well as the divisions between polish factions that led to civil

war even before the defeat of germany the author narrates all

the fighting involving polish forces including such famous
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actions as the battle of britain tobruk normandy arnhem and

the warsaw rising but also lesser known aspects such as

kopinski s carpathian brigade in italy polish troops under

soviet command and the capture of wilhelmshaven on the

last day of the war

Hitler and His Generals

1974

it was an ordinary night in october 1938 when cbs radio

issued an alarming report aliens from the planet mars had

invaded new jersey goggle eyed martians and radio listeners

abound as megan mccarthy hilariously uncovers the true

story of the war of the worlds broadcast the halloween prank

that duped more than a million americans a lighthearted but

well researched glimpse into one of our country s quirkier

collective moments an ala alsc notable children s book an ira

cbc children s choice a school library journal best book of the

year and a starred kirkus reviews full color illustrations
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The Oster Conspiracy of 1938

2004

this study looks at the first three years of the chinese

communists new fourth army between the late spring of 1938

and january 1941 the new fourth army was no outgrowth or

faithful copy of the senior and better known eighth route army

but a body with its own origins and history and with original

features that make it highly interesting for historians this

distinctiveness derived mainly from the background in the

three year war 1934 1937 of the communist guerrillas left

behind in the south who set up the army but it also owed

much to the unique political military and social environment

that the army encountered in the lower yangtze region where

it first joined battle with the japanese after the wannan

incident of january 1941 in which its headquarters were

destroyed the new fourth army began to look increasingly like

the eighth route army its more typically maoist elder brother

in the north the wannan incident led to a radical
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reorganisation of its detachments and the definitive

realignment of its politics thus transformed the older new

fourth army engages less for its own intrinsic and distinctive

nature than as a division subject only to circumstantial

variation of the general movement of chinese communism at

war the wannan incident represented a turning point and in

some respects a decisive break in the army s development

and therefore forms a natural climax and finale to this study

Wartime Culture in Guilin, 1938–1944

2015-10-30

a washington post best children s book this book for young

readers explores in riveting detail the false panic created by

the famous war of the worlds radio broadcast from 1938 as

well as the repercussions of fake news today on the night of

october 30 1938 thousands of americans panicked when they

believed that martians had invaded earth what appeared to

be breaking news about an alien invasion was in fact a radio
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drama based on h g wells s war of the worlds performed by

orson welles and his mercury theatre players some listeners

became angry once they realized they had been tricked and

the reaction to the broadcast sparked a national discussion

about fake news propaganda and the role of radio in this

compelling nonfiction chapter book gail jarrow explores the

production of the broadcast the aftermath and the concept of

fake news in the media

Britain at Bay

2020-11-03

broadcast from new york s mercury theatre in 1938 this

infamous radio play based on the novel by h g wells had

many terrified listeners convinced that an actual alien

invasion of earth was taking place adapted by howard e koch

co writer of casablanca and directed and narrated by orson

welles this original script detailing the frightening tale of an

extraterrestrial takeover is now available to bring to life
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onstage to thrill and chill audiences

Hitler's Central European Empire,

1938-1945

2007

september 1938 in power more than five years hitler

unilaterally dismantled the treaty of versailles provision by

provision daring britain and france to stand up to him earlier

that year he forced austria into his third reich without firing a

single shot now his sights were set on czechoslovakia it was

in this dangerous climate that the first anti nazi coup was

born the plot was spearheaded by lieutenant colonel hans

oster and its members included top german military leaders

the berlin police local troop commanders civil authorities

religious leaders and a group of resisters whose names have

been wiped from the pages of history their mission was to kill

hitler and to overthrow the nazi regime using british and

german sources and previously unknown documents in the
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military history institute of the u s army war college historian

terry parssinen has documented this conspiracy illustrated

with photographs and maps this highly provocative work is

narrative history at its best

The Bell of Treason

2018-08-23

exploiting new findings from former east bloc archives and

from long ignored western sources this book presents a

wholly new picture of the coming of world war ii allied

wartime diplomacy and the origins of the cold war the author

reveals that the story widely believed by historians and

western wartime leaders alike that stalin s purposes in

european diplomacy from 1938 on were mainly defensive is a

fantasy indeed this is one of the longest enduring products of

stalin s propaganda of long term political control of archival

materials and of the gullibility of western observers the author

argues that stalin had concocted a plan for bringing about a
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general european war well before hitler launched his

expansionist program for the third reich stalin expected that

hitler s war when it came would lead to the internal collapse

of the warring nations and that military revolts and proletarian

revolutions like those of world war i would break out in the

capitalist countries this scenario foresaw the embattled

proletarians calling for the assistance of the red army which

would sweep across europe the book further shows that the

wartime disputes between stalin and his western allies

originated over the postwar redisposition of the territories

stalin had gained from his pact with hitler the situation was

complicated by the incautious unrestricted commitment of

support to the soviet union first by churchill and then by

roosevelt and wartime circumstances provided cover to

obscure these diplomatic failures the early origins of the cold

war described in this book differ dramatically from the usual

accounts that see a sudden and surprising upwelling of cold

war antagonisms late in the war or early in the postwar

period
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The United States and the Far Eastern

Crisis of 1933-1938

1964

a milestone marking a new maturity in studies of chinese

communist history john s service uc berkeley a milestone

marking a new maturity in studies of chinese communist

history john s service uc berkeley

Poland and the Second World War,

1938-1948

2019

first published in 1938
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Aliens are Coming!

2011-05

during world war two german intelligence deployed spies

throughout occupied europe monitoring of their wireless

transmissions fell to a small and secretive unit manned

almost exclusively by volunteers it became known as the

radio security service and was at the core of the signal s

intelligence production effort at bletchley park

New Fourth Army

1999

this documentary sourcebook of actual u s war plans traces

the nation s political and strategic goals from the

contemplation of war against japan and germany in november

of 1938 to eisenhower s march 1945 plan for the defeat of

germany and the conquest of japan for the first time the

major strategic e g abc 1 and rainbow 5 and operational e g
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torch husky plan dog fortitude and cartwheel war plans of the

u s military pertaining to wwii are presented in one volume

ross sets each plan in its strategic and operational context

with an explanatory and analytical introduction

Spooked!

2018-08-07

in this highly interesting book robert zaretsky describes how

french men and women in the department of the gard lived

the vichy regime from day to day it will be most useful to

historians of france but it will also be welcomed by scholars

who deal with the second world war the history of the jews

and the history of religion it might well be used in

undergraduate classes as a case study for popular opinion in

modern france patrice higonnet harvard university vichy will

not go away as i write france is in the throes of the paul

touvier affair the touvier affair is just the most recent

expression of what henry rousso has called the vichy
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syndrome so begins robert zaretsky s timely study of

everyday life in france during the dark years of vichy while

many studies of vichy france have either focused on specific

lives or ideas or covered the period in broad and synthetic

terms local studies such as this promise to nuance our

understanding of wartime france by concentrating on the city

of n mes and the department of the gard zaretsky moves

beyond generalizations concerning resistance and

collaboration to consider issues of historical continuity and

change within a specific local context in the words and acts

of local french men and women he finds the character of

mentalities in the heart of our own century the gard is well

chosen as the focus of this study from the sixteenth century

onward the region had been a flash point between warring

catholics and protestants by the early twentieth century that

tension had eased but not disappeared zaretsky examines

the dynamics between local protestant catholic and jewish

communities arguing that with the advent of vichy a regime

that if not clerical was deeply deferential to the catholic
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church tension and conflict resurfaced in the gard n mes at

war is based on a wealth of archival materials police and

prefectoral reports official departmental documents local

The War of the Worlds

2014-10-23

The Oster Conspiracy of 1938

2004-03-30

Stalin’s Drive to the West, 1938-1945

1995-09-01

Mountain Fires

1992-01-01
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Propaganda in the Next War

1938

Radio War

2019-12-05

U.S. War Plans, 1939-1945

2000

Countdown to War

1988
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N”mes at War

2010-11-01
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